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Have you met Jose Realivasquez?

Hello! My name is Jose Realivasquez. I was born in Long Beach, California. I first joined the Lexus of
Las Vegas team back in August 2012. I started working in the carwash for about a year where I met a
lot of hard working employees that were all a joy to work with. They made coming in to work
something to look forward to.

After I worked in the carwash for a while, I moved into becoming a sales lot porter. I was a sales
porter for about two years. After being a porter for a couple of years, I was given an opportunity to
become Pre-Owned Assistant. It was a change of pace and I also got to meet the sales team. Not only
did I get to know sales, I also got to meet customers as well, which is always a great experience. I get
to hear about their experience here and also hear stories about things that have been going on in their
lives. I love this about interacting and having a conversation with our customers because you always
learn a thing or two every day.

When I’m not at work I love spending time with my family, also playing video games with my nephew
(which he’s getting really good by the way!) I also love going out and spending time with my girlfriend,
whether it’s to the movies or going out of state for a vacation. I also like playing sports with soccer
being the most that I like but I also play tennis and basketball. I do go out and play pool every now
and then. I love going to different restaurants and trying all kinds of food.



Jose relaxing on a hike
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Lexus NX Illuminated Door Sills
Now available in our Parts Boutique

The Lexus Illuminated Door Sills, for the driver and front passenger doors, help protect against
unsightly scuffs, scrapes and scratches. The sills are contoured to your vehicle for a precise fit and
feature  an elegant LED illuminated Lexus logo.

Features brushed heavy-gauge stainless-steel
Front door sills feature LED illumination of the Lexus name in glowing white for gas models or
“hybrid blue” for hybrid models whenever the front doors are opened
Designed to meet Lexus’ high standards for precision fit and finish

Now available in the Lexus of Las Vegas Parts Boutique. 
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So What Exactly Is a Lexus Genuine Part?
The short answer: it’s something you can trust to be installed in
your Lexus

If you’ve owned a Lexus vehicle for some time, you may have seen or heard the phrase “Lexus
Genuine parts”—perhaps from your dealership service consultant, a Lexus technician, or here on the
Lexus Drivers site.

The thing is, this phrase actually means something important.

But first, let’s take a step back in time to when that Lexus vehicle in your driveway was created. The
amount of research that went into its components was colossal, from the body panels to the
electronics to the interior trim, as was the care that went into each part’s assembly process and
functional inspections.

This meticulous approach to components is part of Lexus’ legendary—and ongoing—dedication to
parts and materials quality. In fact, Lexus quality control processes over the years—for various
models—have included engines examined with stethoscopes before assembly, metals evaluated for
quality at their molten stage, and electronics subjected to extreme electromagnetic interference to
help ensure proper functioning when subjected to real-world solar radiation and other atmospheric
energies. This list goes on.

And then there was the expertise involved in your vehicle’s assembly. No matter which plant your
Lexus came from, the vehicle’s assembly and quality control were overseen by a group of ten master
craftsmen—also known as the Takumi—who were also responsible for training the personnel who
built and inspected your vehicle. There are different Takumi for different component groups, such as a
paint Takumi or engine Takumi, and the training criteria they administer can be staggering: in total,
there are 26,000 tasks in every Lexus plant that require special certification.



You might not find this surprising—after all, extreme parts-quality standards could be a reason you
chose a Lexus in the first place. Fair enough. But consider this: once your vehicle left the plant and
began its life on the roads, some of its factory parts must occasionally be replaced (no matter how
high their quality). Recommended maintenance, of course, requires that fluids, filters, tires, brake
pads, and other components all be updated on a regular basis, and then there are the non-scheduled
parts replacements due to scratches or fender-bender damage.

This is where “Lexus Genuine” comes in to play. It essentially defines those replacement parts as fit
for a Lexus. Put differently, it’s a way of certifying that a replacement part meets the quality standards
Lexus upheld before and during assembly. Just as original parts at the production plant went through
meticulous design, assembly, and testing processes, so did Lexus Genuine replacement parts and
accessories.

In the case of Lexus Genuine components, all parts—including fluids—earn their designation after
careful engineering and testing by Lexus-certified engineers, who follow a rigorous technical approval
process. The teams that execute this technical approval work directly for Lexus, not an outside
organization, and they’re experts in original Lexus vehicle specifications to help ensure all Lexus
Genuine parts meet Lexus’ fastidious factory standards.

Also to keep in mind: Lexus Genuine parts are found at Lexus dealerships and Lexus Certified
Collision Centers , where they’re overseen by the best people to install these parts
correctly—Lexus-certified technicians, who are genuine master craftsmen in their own right.

By Brian Gill
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New Feature: Predictive Efficient Drive
The system anticipates road conditions to help make hybrid
vehicles more efficient

Let’s say you’re an efficient and highly productive person (which no doubt you are). Imagine the
advantage you’d gain if you could see several moments into the future and make decisions
accordingly. This near-future insight—combined with your natural efficiency—would make you an
enhanced version of your already amazing self.

This advantage basically sums up what the Lexus UX 250h’s Predictive Efficient Drive system brings
to Lexus Hybrid technology: it improves the already-efficient Lexus Hybrid Drive system by predicting
how the vehicle will soon behave so Lexus hybrid technology can do its job even better.[1] These
powers of foresight stem from the system’s ability to learn a driver’s traveling habits, as well as take
into account road and traffic conditions, thanks to its integration[2] with the Navigation system.

But first a quick technology refresher. If you drive a Lexus Hybrid, then you may already know that the
system combines a gas engine and electric motors to make the best use of conventional and electric
power—often mixing the two sources as driving situations require.

You may also know that the system’s electric motors get their power from a battery, which recharge
every time you brake (by capturing the kinetic energy normally lost during braking). The battery then
stores this energy so it can continually send power to an electric motor as needed.

But what if the system could also anticipate braking situations and then make some smart decisions?
For example, if it knew when more battery power would soon be arriving, it could release existing
battery power ahead of time, not just to make room for more energy but also to contribute more
fuel-saving electric power to driving.

Enter Predictive Efficient Drive. The system accomplishes all of this thanks to intelligent technologies
that activate whenever the driver enters a destination on the Navigation system.[3]

One of these technologies, for example, is called Predictive Deceleration Support. This component



learns locations where the driver frequently slows down or stops, such as traffic lights and
intersections, and then applies it in a smart way. Since the system knows the vehicle will soon be
braking, and therefore infusing the battery with new energy, it will release existing battery power to
prioritize electric power over the gas engine—which helps improve fuel efficiency.

Another component, Predictive State of Charge Control, works in a similar way by predicting
downward hills and traffic congestion (thanks to the nav system and traffic data). Again, anticipating
that more battery power will be arriving due to these potential braking situations, the system can,
before you get there, emphasize electric power over gas-engine power for better overall fuel efficiency.

When the Lexus UX 250h arrives in dealerships, ask your local Lexus Technology Specialist to tell
you more about these Predictive Efficient Drive technologies; until then, sign up to receive Lexus UX
updates.

By Brian Gill

[Legal Disclaimers]

[1] Available only on Navigation-equipped models with a paid Lexus Enform subscription.

[2] The Predictive features only work when the driver is using the Navigation system to route to a
destination.

[3] Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all
times. Availability & accuracy of the information provided by the Navigation System is dependent upon
many factors. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Services & programming
subject to change. Services not available in every city or roadway. Updates may be available from
your dealer at an additional cost. See Owner’s Manual for details.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus RX Hybrid
Take your drive to the next level with the 2018 Lexus RX Hybrid.

The 2018 Lexus RX is one of the brand’s most popular and capable vehicles. With the addition of a
hybrid powertrain it becomes highly efficient, too, and gains unique driving dynamics.

A potent power system

Many hybrids are equipped with
tiny, anemic engines, but this is
definitely not the case with the
2018 Lexus RX Hybrid. It comes
with a 3.5-liter V6 gasoline engine
that, when combined with a
high-strength electric motor,
produces a powerful 308
horsepower. This power is passed
to all four wheels, as the RX Hybrid
comes with standard all-wheel drive.

A strong V6 engine and all-wheel
drive would probably come at the
cost of fuel economy in another
vehicle, but the hybrid system,
coupled to an electronically
controlled continuously variable
transmission, boosts the RX
Hybrid’s efficiency figures to 31
mpg in the city, 28 mpg on the
highway and 30 mpg combined.*  

A well-appointed cabin

The RX Hybrid boasts a well-equipped interior. To maximize the comfort of all the passengers, the
seats are trimmed in soft, supple NuLuxe material, and the cabin is heated and cooled by a multizone
climate control system. The driver, of course, gets extra comfort in the form of a 10-way
power-adjustable seat (including lumbar support adjustments). Its settings can be saved in the RX
Hybrid’s driver-seat memory system.

The 2018 RX Hybrid offers a long list of convenience-enhancing systems, improving the driving
experience all the way down to the small details, like specially designed self-gripping cupholders that
allow the driver to unscrew a drink cap with one hand. The Lexus Enform Remote mobile app allows
you to remotely start the engine, lock or unlock the RX Hybrid’s doors, check whether the windows or
doors are fully closed, check the fuel level, find the RX Hybrid in a parking lot and even set alerts if
you loan it to another driver, all from your smartphone.

It is no wonder why the RX is such a popular crossover, and the RX Hybrid takes that winning formula
to the next level.

*Preliminary mileage estimates determined by Lexus. EPA mileage estimates not available at time of
posting. Actual mileage will vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus IS
Attention to detail elevates the luxurious 2018 Lexus IS 

With impressive power, thoughtfully crafted comfort and driver-centric technology that prioritizes
keeping you safe and informed, the 2018 Lexus IS delivers a cohesive and balanced luxury sedan
experience.

Responsive and powerful

Depending on which of its six trims
you choose, the 2018 Lexus IS
offers three powerful engine
options. On the IS 300 and IS 300
F Sport FWD, a turbocharged inline
four-cylinder 2.0-liter engine with
241 horsepower and 258 lb-ft of
torque is coupled with an
eight-speed Sport Direct-Shift
transmission. The IS 300 and IS
300 F Sport AWD pair a six-speed
transmission with a 3.5-liter V6
engine that puts out 260
horsepower and 236 lb-ft of torque.
For the IS 350 and IS 350 F Sport,
the V6 engine delivers 311
horsepower and 280 lb-ft of torque.
Beyond the engine, each IS trim
incorporates a track-tuned chassis
for dynamic and responsive
handling, and Drive Mode Select allows you to adjust the vehicle’s settings for a variety of driving
situations.

Luxuriously comfortable

Inside the 2018 Lexus IS, you’ll luxuriate in remarkable comfort and marvel at thoughtful details. The
steering wheel and shift knob are trimmed in leather while the seating is made of soft, lightweight
NuLuxe synthetic leather. In the front, the optimally angled driver’s seat has 10-way power-adjustable
controls while the passenger seat is adjustable eight ways. There’s even an available memory system
to personalize your seat settings. The available heated steering wheel and heated and ventilated front
seats add even more comfort. For passengers in the back, the front seats are shaped to provide
more leg and knee room, and if you’re not carrying passengers, the 60/40-split fold-down provides
extra cargo room.

Connected to the cutting edge

The 2018 Lexus IS provides a dazzling array of technology to keep you connected, informed and
entertained on the road. The available 10.3-inch split-screen multimedia display gives you access to
voice-activated navigation while available Siri® Eyes Free technology allows you to access music,
apps and more on your iPhone without having to take your attention away from driving. Standard
Lexus Enform Service Connect and Lexus Enform Remote give you mobile access to your vehicle’s
status and key functions. Other standard features include Scout® GPS Link navigation and
subscription-free traffic and weather information via HD Radio ™. A Lexus premium surround-sound
system is standard, or you can opt for the available 15-speaker Mark Levinson Premium Surround
Sound Audio System for top-of-the-line quality.



Sound Audio System for top-of-the-line quality.

Uncompromising safety

With the 2018 Lexus IS, you’ll have access to an unparalleled lineup of safety features. The standard
Lexus Safety System+ includes crucial active features like a pre-collision system with pedestrian
detection, lane departure alert with steering assist, high-speed dynamic radar cruise control and
intelligent high-beam LED headlamps. Also standard is Lexus Enform Safety Connect, which sends
help to your vehicle’s GPS location in the event of a collision, breakdown or other emergency
situation. Other important standard features include a backup camera with dynamic gridlines, a
10-airbag collision safety system and Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management (VDIM) technology to
prevent skids.

Behind the wheel of the 2018 Lexus IS, you’ll sense the incredible attention to detail that goes into
every aspect of this vehicle. From intuitive technology and performance to convenient interior features,
the Lexus IS exudes the highest quality at every turn. 

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Lexus Announces Design Award Winner
Lexus is showing its commitment to design by honoring its 2018
Design Award winners

As is illustrated by its vehicles, Lexus is a firm believer in developing, curating and rewarding
interesting design. In its pursuit of innovative designs, since 2013 Lexus has held a yearly
international design competition, recognizing designers on the rise from around the world to foster
ideas that contribute to society. 

Lexus has announced the Grand
Prix winner of the 2018 Design
Awards: Testing Hypotheticals by
Extrapolation Factory.

This year’s awards

This year’s winner was chosen by a
group of eminent designers from a
record 1,319 entries that came
from 68 different countries.
Submissions were based on the
theme of “CO-,” or the Latin prefix
meaning “with” or “together.”

The creators of the Extrapolation
Factory describe it as a
“collaboratively imagined test site
that explores speculative
relationships between society,
technology and the environment.” This process will entail going to neighborhoods, identifying key
issues for the area and then establishing ways to handle them within a contained testing site through
building.

These solutions could cover a wide range of problems, and the Factory describes the development
process as follows: “What physical structures, systems, mechanisms, social situations, economies,
etc. could be instituted to experiment with alternative ways of living/working that could offer better
alternatives than the ones that currently exist? Over the course of the workshop, Extrapolation Factory
will help participants to construct prototypes that bring the ideas to life, assembled to form an
immersive test site.”

What comes next

From the wealth of design submissions the judges also selected 12 finalists, four of which the brand
will turn into prototypes and eight of which will be shown as display panels, revealed at Lexus’
“LIMITLESS CO-EXISTENCE” design exhibition from April 17-22 during Milan Design Week.

Some of the concepts chosen for prototypes include a generative system linking cork thread, a planter
made of used clothing fibers and, of course, the winners: a collaboratively-imagined test site to
explore speculative relationships among society, technology and the environment.

As it points out in its announcement of the award, Lexus believes that a good design can change the
world. Hopefully the automaker can help get some of the best design ideas off the ground with its
considerable design experience and influence.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Student Innovations Honored in Lexus Eco
Challenge
Lexus Eco Challenge helps kids get creative to protect the
environment

In this year’s Lexus Eco Challenge, the two grand prizes were awarded to students who created
homemade candles from reusable
materials and made jewelry out of
recycled plastic bags.

The annual Lexus Eco Challenge
encourages students in grades
6-12 to utilize STEM skills to learn
about and protect the environment.
Now in its 11th year, the Eco
Challenge awards $10,000 prizes
to 32 middle and high school teams
chosen as finalists. Lexus and
children’s publisher Scholastic
select one middle school team and
one high school team that best
utilize science, technology,
engineering and math skills as
$30,000 grand prize winners. Eight
other first-place teams get $15,000
apiece.

The Enerjagers team from Saint Joseph Academy in Cleveland, Ohio, was this year’s grand prize
winner in the high school field. This team fashioned 600 candles from old crayons, beeswax and glass
while learning about reusing materials and the environmental effects of trash.

“Throughout the challenge, I learned that my daily choices make an environmental impact now and for
future generations,” said Enerjager team member Joslyn Muniz, 18. “My friends and family joined with
me in making better choices in our daily lives to be more environmentally friendly.”

Plastic Elastic 3.0, representing Christa McAuliffe School in Jersey City, New Jersey, won the grand
prize for middle school teams. The team made jewelry from recycled plastic bags while studying how
microfibers find their way into the water and food supply.

“We extend our sincere gratitude and appreciation for all parties involved with the Lexus Eco
Challenge,” said teacher and team advisor Malissa Yabut. “It is the organization’s acknowledgement
and support of our students’ work in environmental science that drives us all to do more to ensure the
preservation and conservation of our local and global environment.”

The eight first-place teams also tackled ambitious, creative projects. These ventures include a short
film about converting trash to fuel, bringing safe drinking water to Nepal, environmental cleanup
efforts and sustainable heating and cooling systems for impoverished rural areas.

The Lexus Eco Challenge has given out more than $5 million to students and schools over the past
11 years. It’s part of The Lexus Pursuit of Potential, which brings in $3 million a year in donations for
groups that help children learn and grow.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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